
Omnichannel  
payments orchestrated
Reimagined, Simplified & Secure

TECS as PaaS — a platform as a service provider acts 

as your flexible payments conductor. From simplified 

payment processing to enhanced customer 

experience. Always at the cutting edge of security 

driven by one single platform approach. 

Running out of development resources? TECS's white 

label orchestrating platform is the ideal answer. Scale 

your business at your needs and focus on your core 

business. 

Let us take care of all the rest to ensure your  

business success. From smart POS to unattended,  

from soft POS to M - Commerce, grab whatever you need!

Your PaaS benefits with TECS' features
In-store + Online + Self check out

Scale your business

without the hassle of adding FTE's

Cross sell

Lift your sales from day 1 with our features

Onboard in minutes

not in weeks or months

Trusted business partner

white labeling &  fully embedded security
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Get to know the TECS payment processing 

platform. Get your work done in a streamlined way 

and easily reduce your complexity in day-to-day 

operations. It's like assembling your own lunch bowl. 

You choose your preferred ingredients, and we make 

sure it's not only delicious, but looks good too. 

Always with the aim of increasing customer 

satisfaction based on a reliable and highly secure 

environment. Make it your scaling game. Keep it 

simple. That's what TECS is all about. A simplified 

but fast payment platform as a service - reimagined 

for your business success!

Acquirers

1. Credibility & Security

PCI-DSS, Level 3 certifications and the like are tongue 

twisters for you? Don't worry about certifications and security 

issues like PCI-DSS anymore, because TECS takes care of it, 

always in the latest valid version - that's the deal. 

2. Your Product portfolio 

From SmartPOS to unattended devices, TECS is a one-stop 

shop, providing hardware and scaling services in the 

background. Not to mention running its own app store to 

meet any requirements that might be a challenge along the 
way. But it's even getting better. Along with the fully fletched 

dashboarding we offer API's to connect to your data 

warehouses or alternatively provide a payment channel 

controlling tool, our cute baby, we call at “TRACS”

3. Fast integration

A new payment service coming to market? No more sleepless 

nights, TECS will take care of your merchant's success from 

implementation design to final certifications. Whatever it 

takes!

4. White-labeling

You want to grow your business: When you enter a new 

country, the paperwork to sign an acquiring agreement 

usually takes longer than the technical implementation of the 

solution. Thanks to our white-label self-service payment 
application management platform. At TECS we call it PAM!

ISV's or Resellers

1. Differentiation

Expand your business. Accept alternative payment methods; 

fleet cards, digital wallets or account-based payments - 

decide what you need to succeed, we deliver! 

2. Innovation

Be fast or even a first mover. Not only should the payment 

process be a breeze, but so should the implementation of 

new, fancy devices, such as a self-service kiosk solution or 

the latest all-in-one mobile payment device with full offline 
functionality. Vendor agnostic for sure. Make your event a 

success together with TECS! 

3. All-in-one

You are thinking of multifunctional environments. Are you 

thinking of using multi-purpose devices, e.g. for inventory 

management, access control or barcode scanning functions? 

Find the right app, sign and verify it via our app store and 
distribute your apps whenever it suits you best, easily and 

reliably via TECS. 

4. Unlock comprehensive insights 

Your data is your gold. Want to gather more insights to run 

your business smarter? Use our wide range of API 

connections to make the most of it. Business intelligence is 

that easy with TECS!

4 reasons
why our clients love our services?
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